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Request:

The requestor asked ASPR TRACIE for resources related to how the healthcare and public health sector may contribute to/affect/exacerbate climate change issues.

Response:

The ASPR TRACIE Team conducted a search of existing ASPR TRACIE resources, namely the Climate Change Resilience and Healthcare System Considerations document, and the Climate Change and Healthcare System Considerations and Natural Disasters Topic Collections. We also conducted a search online for additional related resources. Section I of this document provides a summary of key points for consideration that were compiled from the literature reviewed, and Sections II include links to those resources.

I. Key Points for Consideration

- The U.S. healthcare sector contributes extensively to greenhouse gas emissions, carbon dioxide, air pollution, and environmental degradation. This is primarily caused by:
  - Energy intensive 24-hour operation of services in hospitals.
  - 24/7 operations of computers, machinery, and lighting.
  - Ventilation systems that exchange air up to 20 times an hour or more even when patient or operating rooms are empty.
  - High demand of healthcare services and operations that rely on natural resources such as energy, water, and food procurement.
  - High production of medical waste and unsustainable materials.

- Hospitals and pharmaceutical companies are large drivers of emissions.
  - Healthcare facilities consume more energy than any industry except for food service.
  - Hospitals consume 2.5 times as much energy per square foot as typical office buildings, contribute to tons of medical waste, and emit atmosphere-damaging gases used in surgery and other procedures.

- Research has indicated that healthcare emissions, through the relationship between air pollution and human health, results in 23,000 years of life lost due to disability or early death.

- Most healthcare sustainability initiatives focus on large-scale facility operations, such as improving hospital energy performance and sourcing renewable electricity.
- Healthcare organizations lag behind every other economic sector in sustainability reporting.
- The following examples can reduce emissions from healthcare services:
  - Clinicians can monitor and treat patients virtually at home.
  - Switching from fluorescent lights to lower-energy LEDs and installing software on computers that would automatically put them to sleep when not in use can reduce energy use.
  - Healthcare facilities can install systems that adjust the air exchanges based on patient/operating room occupancy and exchange only as much air as is necessary.
- Incorporating appropriate mitigation efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions can also contribute to enhanced patient care and cost savings.
  - Reducing emissions can help reduce the health impacts of climate change, while also improving wellbeing through health co-benefits, such as cleaner air.
  - Importantly, these co-benefits can help to offset part of the costs of mitigation interventions.

II. Select Relevant Resources


This toolkit includes information on how to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas emissions in a healthcare facility or practice. Resources includes power point slides, patient education facts, and talking points broken down by region.


This webpage explains the work done by Marshall Burke and Lawrence Goulder, two economists at Stanford University, who describe the social cost of carbon, how it is calculated and used in policymaking, and how it relates to environmental justice.


The authors of this article state that the U.S. healthcare system is the world’s seventh-largest producer of carbon dioxide, which makes the U.S. a major contributor to air pollution. The U.S. must take action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and take proactive steps to mitigate climate change impacts.


This article highlights hospital contributions to greenhouse gas emissions and waste amid the climate crisis. It details specific actions that can be taken to reduce the carbon footprint of a healthcare facility with specific examples and case studies.

This article summarizes discussions with four major health systems taking action against the climate crisis by moving to make their facilities carbon neutral and building climate resiliency. It summarizes specific efforts being taken at the Cleveland Clinic, Kaiser Permanente, Boston Medical Center, and Partners Healthcare.


The author of this article states that the healthcare industry is a large source of greenhouse gases, which account for approximately 5% of global carbon dioxide emissions. The article identifies several ways in which health systems contribute to these emissions such as 24/7 operations of computers, machinery, and lighting; and ventilation systems that exchange air up to 20 times an hour or more even when rooms are empty.


This article summarizes recent state actions to mitigate the climate crisis and includes specific information on state policy goals, partnerships, and collaborations. It addresses protection of public health, environmental justice, and equity as well as how health systems can reduce emissions.


The author states that the U.S. healthcare system contributes 10% of the nation’s carbon emissions and 9% of harmful non-greenhouse air pollutants. He also notes that the rate of greenhouse emissions from the healthcare sector increased by 30% between 2006 and 2016.


This report estimates the financial impact of climate change on healthcare costs specifically highlighting the harm of fossil fuels, vector-borne disease, and extreme weather events. It tallies the economic toll of each environmental issue and provides recommendations for individuals, communities, and health professionals to mitigate further consequences.

This report presents findings and recommendations related to building climate resilience at essential health practices and outlines how they can help mitigate climate change, engage communities, and educate partners.


This review, a part of the climate-smart healthcare initiative, assesses current hospital climate actions and the existing tools available to measure progress.


This webpage provides information on the Global Green and Healthy Hospitals initiative to move hospitals and healthcare facilities towards more sustainable green practices. It outlines how hospitals can contribute to reducing the impact of the climate crisis, opportunities for action, and resources for reducing climate-related impacts on health.

Health Care Without Harm. (2019). Health Care’s Climate Footprint: How the Health Sector Contributes to the Climate Crisis and Opportunities for Action. Associated Regional and University Pathologists.

This research paper includes information on the healthcare sector’s impact on climate change. It includes a roadmap and policy recommendations for decarbonizing the healthcare industry and how to support climate-smart healthcare practices.


This article explains how the healthcare industry is having a negative impact on climate change. It states that U.S. healthcare facilities consume more energy than any industry except for food service. Hospitals consume 2.5 times as much energy per square foot as typical office buildings, contribute to tons of medical waste, and emit atmosphere-damaging gases used in surgery and other procedures.


This article addresses the impacts that the healthcare industry in Canada has had on climate change. It states that from 2009-2015, healthcare in Canada was accountable for 4.6% of national greenhouse gas emissions. The author claims that research has indicated that healthcare emissions (through the relationship between air pollution and human health) results in 23,000 years of life lost due to disability or early death.

This article outlines key aspects of climate change on human health, including recent statistics on impacts and initiatives taken in healthcare. It provides specific recommendations to reduce waste, pollution, and carbon footprint.


This article focuses on how to make healthcare facilities more resilient to climate change and how to identify gaps in preparedness. It also addresses how “healthcare facilities contribute significantly to greenhouse gas emissions through the energy intensive 24-hour operation of services and to environmental degradation through the high demand of healthcare services and operations on natural resources (energy, water, and food procurement).”


The authors of this article state that the U.S. healthcare sector produces about 10% of the nation’s total annual carbon emissions. In 2011, the healthcare sector produced 655 million metric tons of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases. The authors also highlight how healthcare organizations lag behind every other economic sector in sustainability reporting.


This article identifies several ways in which the healthcare sector can support sustainability initiatives, such as clinicians having the ability to determine whether monitoring and treatment of patients can be administered at home, clinic, or the hospital, which has the highest resource and emissions intensity. The authors also explain how providing care virtually as appropriate can reduce fuel and clinic emissions.


The authors of this article note that the healthcare sector is responsible for approximately 4-5% of global greenhouse gas emissions. They also state that mitigation efforts will result in substantial reductions of emissions, which can also lead to enhanced patient care, staff satisfaction, and cost savings.